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Equities: European equities are about 0.75% stronger on Friday
morning after what was a solid session from most of Asia overnight.
Swedish, Norwegian, Icelandic, Finnish, and Swiss stock markets come
back online this morning after their one-day break. Denmark remains
closed. 
Markets are seeing some relief buying this week, coming from what
was most likely an oversold state, at least in the shorter-term. The
Federal Reserve minutes this week suggested to investors that the
bank could possibly slow down its tightening if it sees signs that
inflation is on a downward trend. This brings the release of Core PCE
in the US this afternoon very much into focus.
VIX lower this week, currently at $27.05.

Safe-havens: Gold is roughly half a percent higher this morning to $1,857,
looking to finish the week slightly higher on the back of Dollar weakness. The
precious metal is currently 1.6% higher YTD, in dollar terms.
Bond yield curves have steepened this week in the United States, the
spread between the region's 10yr and 2yr increasing to 0.29% - still
relatively low. Bond yields in general have pulled back over recent weeks as
recession fears grow and now as traders anticipate a slightly less hawkish
Fed than was previously expected. Bonds have endured a painful year so far
as major central banks rush to contain high inflation.

Looking ahead: The main economic data point of the day will be the US
Core PCE inflation reading, due at 1:30pm Irish time. This figure, which is
reporting for the month of April, is expected to come in at 0.3% m/m vs the
previous 0.3%, and at 4.9% y/y vs the prior 5.2%. The inflation figure does
not include food or energy prices.
The key data due next week will be Eurozone May CPI inflation (Tuesday),
Bank of Canada rate statement (Wednesday), and US Non-Farm Payrolls
(Friday).

Currencies: The US Dollar is set for its largest one-week drop in
nearly four months as traders lowered Fed rate hike expectations
somewhat and markets in general see a pick-up in risk sentiment.
The EUR/USD pair, which had undoubtedly become oversold and had
reached a major support zone around 1.04, has jumped this week
back to 1.072.

Friday, 27th of May

27/05/2022 - US Core PCE inflation
31/05/2022 - Eurozone CPI inflation
01/06/2022 - BOC Rate Decision
03/06/2022 - US Non-Farm Payrolls

According to the Financial Times last night, EY, or Ernst & Young, is planning
on splitting its audit and advisory operations worldwide in what is set to be
the biggest shake-up of a 'Big Four' accounting firm in two decades. This
proposal, which is still being debated by the firm's senior partners, is clearly
an attempt at escaping the conflicts of interest that have existed in the
industry and brought regulatory action from the US and UK.
These Big Four firms - EY, KPMG, PwC, and Deloitte, have been criticized in
the past over a perceived lack of independence in their auditing of
company accounts because of the fees they also generate from consulting,
tax, and deal advisory work.
The move will be a sharp change of stance from EY, whose previous global
chief executive Mark Weinberger hit out in 2018 at calls for the Big Four to
be split up over concerns about a lack of competition.
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Dell
Dell Technologies reported its quarterly results last night, beating analysts'
expectations on both revenue and profits, as enterprises invested heavily
in the company's computers support hybrid work. The shares have
increased by a whopping 12% in pre-market trade in New York, due to
open this afternoon around $49.50, which would mean -11.9% YTD.
Dell saw a Q1 adjusted profit of $1.84 per share, versus expectations for
just $1.39, and revenue of $26.12 billion vs estimates for $25.04b. Revenue
at the firm's CSG group (client solutions group, which produces its
hardware units) increased by a robust 17% in the fiscal first-quarter which
ended on April 29th. Commercial PC revenue was 22% stronger to $12b.

British supermarket chain Asda has seen nearly a double-digit decrease in
its first-quarter sales, which it said reflects comparison with exceptionally
strong trading during the same quarter last year while the UK was in a
lockdown. Like-for-like revenue, excluding fuel, came in 9.2% lower y/y,
having fallen by 2.9% y/y during Q4. Total revenue excluding fuel came to
£4.64 billion.


